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We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
Pho_!_o by Fred Sommer 
FTU FACULTY members pamper their heads while taking initiation vows for the 
Royal Order of the Red, Red Rose. The mysterious organization inducts new 
members from the faculty each year. No one seems to know ~hat they do once they 
are in, however. 
~Fiscal Crunch Hits 
Student Aid Funds 
By Michael Klapp 
Intern Writer 
Bureaucratic delays. reluctant 
banks. and a Board of Regents 
<-BOR> decision to impound 
$15,000 earmarked for student 
aid, have contributed to the 
''worst crunch in all my years 
with the financial aid office," 
according to Don M. Baldwin, 
Director of Student Financial 
Aid. 
Baldwin said it was normal to 
run" out of funds as the fiscal year 
comes to an end but that this 
year's budget has been drained 
quicker than usual because of 
some "unusual problems." 
A fixed percentage · qf each 
student's tuition fees is used to 
provide funds for the Student 
Regent Fee Loan, a long-term 
loan authorized by the BOR. 
According to Baldwin, the BOR 
impoqnded $15,000out of this fund 
ror use as a special assessment 
for an · equal access program. 
This program is designed to 
increase enrollment of minorities 
in the stat university system. 
Baldwin said this BOR action has 
left the Student Regent Fee 
Program depleted. Baldwin 
added that the FTU Financial Aid 
Office was not consulted prior to 
the BOil's .decision. 
The Federally Insured Loan 
Program, according to Baldwin, 
is also suffering a shorage of 
funds. Commercial t:mks, who 
underwrite the program, are 
reluctant to loan funds to 
students under this program, he 
said, because the interest rates 
allowed· are lower than normal. 
Baldwin said he did not know if 
the banks would ever get in-
volved in the pro~ram again _b':1t 
said, "They _have a c1v1c 
obligation to do so." 
Despite the widespread 
shortage of funds, Baldwin said 
one program, the Florida Insured 
Student Loan Program, h~s 
"unlimited funds" - for students 
who are able to wait four to 10 
months for financial relief. "The 
money is there," said Baldwin, 
"but students are going hungry 
while they ~ait for the paperwork 
to go through." 
Baldwin said short term relief 
would be possible if the Financial 
Aid Orfice were able to. make use 
of a portion of the Student, 
Government's current surplus of 
funds. The surplus, estimatea to 
be $75,000 by the end of this fiscal 
year, is a part of the Student 
Activities and S.ervices Fee 
Fund. 
When asked about the 
possibility of a loan to the 
Financial Aid Office, Hunter 
Potts. SG President, questioned 
the fairness of a concept that asks 
VOTE TODAY 
for the S G Candidate of your choice 
on the 1st floor of the lihrary or 
in front of the snack bar. 
working students to - "subsidize 
the education of other students." 
Baldwin said delays in 
programs with sufficient funds 
are caused by "bureaucratic 
inefficiencies." . 
· The Emergency Short-term 
Loan Program suffers from 
accounting difficulties, Baldwin 
said. "The loans are usually paid 
off by the end of the quarter and it 
takes about 30 days to run those 
funds through accounting and. 
make them available for the next 
quarter. This delay hurts many 
tudents who rely on this loan to 
help the~ out early in the new 
quarter. 
Baldwin said federal 
legislation now in Congress may 
take the administration of many 
programs away from the local 
level where "the interests of the 
student can be served best." 
Baldwin's reference was to a bill, 
11.R . :3471, introduced by a 
congressman from Michigan. If 
passed, according to Baldwin, "it 
could move the administrative 
ru nctions of each . federal 
program even further up in the 
bureaucratic hierarchy than it is 
now ." He said this would result in 
more paperwork and more 
delays. 
Despite the difficulties of the 
past year, Baldwin said that 
about :LOOO students had received 
J'inancial aid of one sort or 
another . More than $2 million 
dollars has been paid to students 
ii1 the form of loans or grants. 
Baldwin said this year was 
11niquely severe and next year 
would be no better . He stressed, 
how<•ver, that funds are available 
to qualified studepts through the 
Florida Insured 'turent Loan 
Program. Qaulification is 
determined by financial need . 
April 25, 1975 
Panel ·Discusses 
Health Service 
By Vicki Blanchfield 
Staff Writer 
A Student Health Service panel 
discussion, designed to acquaint 
FTU students with the provisions 
available to them 1mder the. 
present health fee structure, and 
answer any student questions, 
was conducted by Dr. C. W. 
Brown, Edward W. Stoner, M.D. 
andSG President Hunter Potts on 
the VC green , April 16. 
The program was sponsored by 
the VC Speakers Committee, in 
cooperation with the ~tudent 
Flealth Service. 
The panelists explained that 
the health fee was formerly a 
part of the Activity and Service 
Fee, Lmtil the BOR voted last 
· year to permit the state 
Lmiversities to charge students 
separately for health services. 
The cost was not to exceed $10. 
Following this decision, FTU 's 
six-member Student Health 
Committee decided to assess a 
mandatory eight dollar health fee 
on all university students. The fee 
has a two-fold function: to 
provide $4. 70 worth of health 
services, and to channel $3 .30 
worth toward insurance fees. 
The mandatory fee includes 
salaries, the purchasing of 
equipment and supplies, plus the 
purchase of additional medical 
and surgical services from the 
outside community. -
With regard to present campus 
facilities, Potts commented that, 
"Because of the cost factor here, 
we're i1foviding a health.service 
on strictly an out-patient clinic 
-basis, supplemented by 
cooperation from . area 
hospitals." 
Stoner added, "We're trying to 
provide a reasonable health 
service, so students can receive 
professional advise and help 
while providing ref err al to use 
the community resources. 
"The current arrangement 
allows us to order such services 
as x-rays and lab work, and 
furnishes up to $1,000 benefit to 
the student in case of an 
emergency or sickness while on 
campus. We try to give blanket 
coverage from institutions in the 
area." 
Potts contended that 
philosophically, a university 
should have some form of health 
service . Therefore , the present 
out-patient clinic program was 
selected to accommodate FTU 's 
commuter students. 
In a later interview, Potts 
clarified a common miscon-
ception held by many students, 
regarding the insurance portion 
of the fee. "We actually have 
contractual services, ~ot really 
insurance." Potts said. "This just 
makes up for the deficiencies of 
our campus health service." · 
He asserted that the price rate 
of contractual services had 
decreased, and the benefits have 
increased , since the program 
began in 1968. 
A major gripe voiced by 
members of the small audience 
centered on a desire for im-
plementation of an optional 
health insurance policy, thus 
eliminating double coverage that 
exists now in many instances. 
Proponents of such a program 
complained that the mandatory 
university health ·. policy 
duplicated insurance they or 
their families already carry . . 
They argued that tJ:1ose students 
should not be cpmpelled to buy 
FTU's health insurance. 
Panelists rebuked this oroPosal 
by explaining that, in an effort to 
aerray costs me presem neaun 
fee structure is based on the 
_. Cont'd on Page 2 
Legislature To Act On Hike 
By John Becker 
SUS Writer 
'the Florida Cabinet has sent to 
the legislature a proposed 
student fee schedule increase 
requested by the Board of 
Regents <BORl for the 1975-76 
academic year. The fee schedule, 
which is subject to approval of 
the legislature, would mean 
increases for both lower and 
upper level students in the state 
university system. · 
Freshman and sophomore 
courses would increase from $13 
to $14 per quarter hour and 
juniors and seniors would pay $15 
per credit hour. Graduate 
students would also feel the 
impact, by having to pay $20 per 
credit hour up from the previous 
cost of $16 .50. The BOR has also 
proposed a separate fee of $22 
per credit hour for graduate 
student's theses and disser-
tations. 
A primary reason for the in-
t rease is to make up for funds 
lost in Governor Askew's budget 
cuts for next year . The -BOR had 
recommended $240 million for 
general operating expen~es , an 
amount which was cut in the 
C; overnor 's budget . to $1-80 
million, more than $60 million 
below the year's estimated ex-
penditures. 
It's been reported that Chan-
cellor Robert Mautz and Chan-
cellor designate E. T. York are 
optjmistic -about getting the in-
crease. They've gone on record 
predicting that the state 
university system would gain 
about $7 .5 million from the tuition 
increases, which would increase 
funding to state universities. 
Mautz said that he hoped the 
added revenue would mean 
smaller classes and cour~es 
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pnncipartha1 all students must ,. 
pay. in order that services will be 
a\'ailable to those who need them. 
Brown defended th~ existing 
structure by stating, "We chose 
not to institute an · li>ptional 
program. because of ad-
ministrative difficulties which 
would result. 
"The· committee would be in 
favor of an option for insurance, 
if these details could be sue- ' 
cessfully ironed out," 
The three panelists agreed that 
the options policy was also not 
feasible at FTU at this time, due 
to the increased cost to students 
that such a program would incur. 
They claimed that under an 
optional insuran~ ·_program, fee 
rates would skyrocket to as high 
as $25 per student, at a g-roup 
rate . : 
Brown raised another criticism 
to the proposed policy. "The 
minute you begin excluding one 
group, such as the military, 
because they have · adequate 
coverage, you hav·e to~ consider 
other groups as well," he said. 
''There's also the problem of 
measuring the degrees of 
. adequate coverage." 
.. Potts concurred. in a 
discussion held at a later time, 
"It would be difficult to set 
guidelines on exemption. If the 
fee was completely optional, it 
could lose alJ the backbone it ever 
had ." 
To emphasize his point, Potts 
cited the complications that 
Florida A & M encountered When 
It switched over to an optional 
insurance fe~ . . Th_e program, __ 
accoring- to Potts, proved too 
costly and ineffective. 
He continued, "It's almost 
inevitable that 'the students who 
need insurance the most' are 
going to be th~ "Ones Jwho won't 
sign up for it, if the' poliey is of-
fered on an optional basis." 
Services presently available on 
the FTU campus include: the 
FTU Blood Bank; diagnosis and 
treatment of illness and injury; 
immunizations; possible 
referrals for allergies; x-rays; 
counseling; examinations and 
numerous others. 
Additional service benefits on 
referral encompass: injury, 
physicians, hospital rendered 
out-patient expense benefits, 
surgical treatment,, . hospital. 
room. and bo~rd, and others. 
With a minimum of debate and 
two bills passing unanimously, 
the Student Senate passed four 
bills at the April'. 17 meetil\g. ,, 
Bill 7-43 was passed ,. ap-
propriating $2,000 ·for the . pur-
chase of forty student lockers to 
be placed in the Village Center 
area . 
In other legislative action, HtH 
7-50 was passed unanimously 
allocating $51.20 to reimburse the 
Political Science Union for ad-
ditional costs incurred during 
their recent convention at Stetson 
University. 
A resolution concerning the 
greening ,of the campus, 
presented in Bill 7-51, was also 
· pas$ed.· lq this action the Student · .. 
ODK Holds Initiation ·For '19 :" 
Senate · ts requesting the 
University to explore and ·act on 
the . possibilities of landscaping 
hazardous locations, and 
providing grass and greenery in 
the presently developed area s on 
campus. 
The FTU chapter of Omicron ·· 
Delta _ Kappa (ODK), National · 
Leadership Honor sOCiety, in-
d ireted 19 new members in its 
initiation meeting held April 18in 
the Student Organizations 
Lounge. 
The students inducted were 
Thomas Mead, Betty Towry, Jim 
Davis, Susan Mundy, Peter 
Wolcott, Vicki Blanchfield, 
Randy Smith, Nerl Mullins, 
Eileen Krol, Barbara Bowen 
LuAnn Busse, Shelly Wilson, and 
Su~a.nn_LRo~l~. _ , . 
Five faculty members, one 
from each college, were also 
inducted including Dr. Jack 
Noon, Chairman of the Physics 
Department; Dr. Charles 
Unkovic, Chairman of the 
Sociology Department; Dr. 
Charles Micarelli, Dean of the 
College of Humanities and F.ine 
~ts; Dr. Charles Ga~agber, 
associate professor in·the College 
of Business Administration; and 
Dr. Gerald Ventre, associate 
professor in the College of 
Engineering. 
Mrs. Larna Chamberlain, a 
· university vocational counselor, 
was also inducted into the 
society. 
ODK attempts to recognize · 
those individuals who 1 have 
exhibited exemplary character, 
responsible leadership and 
service in campus and com-
munity life, genuine fellowship, 
and a·eonsecration to democratic 
ideals, according to Mike. 
Saunders, chapter presider.' 
Dr. Robert Bledsoe, OD K's 
faculty advisor, said members 
are "selected on the basis of 
being involved in a number of 
various activities." He also said a 
strong scholastic record of 3.0 or 
better is an important con-
s idera ti~'! for induction. 
Un dergra dua~es, .graduate-
s tudents, alumnh:and faculty are 
all eligible for· comicleration for 
memberst)ip. in ODK, ~aid 
Bledsre .... Anyone can nommate a· 
person for consideration and the 
nominee is selected on the basis 
of his resume, he added . 
The FTU chapter received its 
l'harter on May 2.5, 1974. Prior to 
affiliating with the national 
organization, the society was 
known as University Circle. 
There were 11 people .who were 
unable to be at the initiation but 
will be iAducted later this 
quarter. They include: students 
Linda Johnson, Cynthia 
Chisholm, Mary Scott Wickham, 
Chris Mercer, Andrew Titen, 
Kris Bekemeyer and Peter 
Marks; Director of Athletics Dr. 
John Powell; alumni Mary Anna 
Jackson and Sharon Marek; and 
John Goree, vice president of 
Business Affairs . 
. The Student Senate p~ssed Bill 
7-52; providing funds not 
allocated for the .. spring concert 
be placed under control of the 
Projects and Programs Com-
mittee, to program noon-time 
concerts on the Village Center 
green during the spring quarter. 
The first reacting of Bill 7-53 
was held by Senator Tortorella . 
This bill allocates $455 to the FTU 
Debate Team for costs incurred 
while attending the National 
District Debate Contest in 
March . 
Student Government President 
Hunter Potts spoke of a statewide 
universi~y committee that is in 
the process of being established 
to reeveluate student health 
services. 
V C. Bo.ard Name Change To Clarify ~unction 
The general student at FTU has 
no real concept of the functions 
and purpose of the Village 
Center, and this 1 says Village 
Center Director Dr. Kenneth 
Lawson, is the impetus for a 
proposed name change to the 
Student Un-ion of Florida 
Technological University. 
The Village Center Board is in 
the - process of revising their 
constitution, which includes the 
. addition of a Vice President, by-
laws governing attendance of 
board meetings, and provi~ions 
for an assistant program director 
to serve as proxy f~r any, VC 
, Board program dir~clor. · _:_ _ 
"In the past, people thought Of nebulous sounding Village Four FTU students became 
the Village Center as the Center. members of the V4llage Center 
cafeteria and the snack bar," Board on Tuesday, April 15. 
When FTU was constructed, B c M k K 11 explained Lawson, adding that ruce annon, ar e er, 
the board hoped to overcome this original plans called for five Mario Fillipelli a!!d Ann Fletcher 
·individual units to be built around 1 misconception but decided wil serve on the VC Board from 
the campus, each known as a M 5 9 t M finally, "We can:t win that ay I , I 75 o ay 15, 1976. 
Village Center. Th. b · th be f game." 1s rmgs e num r o 
As might be expected, this is These plans are passe, insists, student members to twelve, in 
not the first time a name change Dr. Lawson, forced out of addition to Debbie· Wheatley and 
has been proposed to the Village existence by rising prices, Dr. Ken Lawson, staff members, 
Center Board of Dircetor. smaller budgets and a and Mr. Jagdish Chavda, Dr. 
Steve Hll, a new student at moratorium on construction. David Clapp and Dr . Paul Riley, 
FTU and member of the VC - In lieu ~f conti,nued operations · faculty members of th~ Village 
Board, is responsible for the as the VilJage Center, it is ex- Center P0oard. · 
renewed interest in the subject. pected that a Aew title of Student A new board president will be 
Steve transferred from Stetson ' Uniiln · will facilitate com- choosen by May 15, as Linda 
University, where he served on ·munication's with the 'students Stevens, ~resident of the v·uage 
the · Student Union Board, and and bring about b~t~r un-. Center Board, completes her 
arrived at FTU inquisitive of the · ~er~ta.r:dmg of,. tbe organization:_:~ . term. 
-Oviedo Auto ._saJes .:&··service 
Allio Sates - 30 Day Warr~titU~.oV~~head 
Contpetative Prices 
~ ... 
Full Service Garage_ 
- --- ----- . . -
-~ree Courtesy Car . 'tAPPT· ~NLYI 
30 Da \Va'.it,atfty ()\}· Repan-s , 
Tune Up's ·-B1:". rk; - · 
Major Overhall 
PAINT.· BODY SHOP 
ONLY A FEW-MIN~.. ~ 
:- -- FROM ,FTlf .·· ~ 
' ... . . 














alike may find 
a leeward haven 
rere 
one and two bedroom 
apartments, ope 
bedroom townhouses with 
lofty sleeping quarters 
From $160 
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Debaters Demonstrate Skill 





REGULAR PRICE ! $1.25 
By Vicki Blanchfield 
Starr Writer 
A heated dispute over passage 
of the Equal Rights Amendment 
! ERA l formed the basis for the 
first of FTU's forum · debates, 
which took place on the VC green 
on April 17. 
The planned series is being 
coordinated and sponsored by the 
debate club and their coach, Jeff 
Butler , in an effort to directly 
involve FTU student par-
Hcipation on controversial issites. 
Last Thursday's program got 
underway with varsity debater 
Tom Marcinko urging 
ratification of the ERA. He 
•ued that although the 14th 
~endment provides for equal 
protection. the courts have not 
yet determined whether it per-
tains to women. 
Marcinko contended that the 
ERA would give Women this 
guarantee. He added, "WeJieed a 
constitutional amendment to get 
discrimination down to the state 
level." 
He cited three particular areas 
of discontent among proponen~s 
of ERA passage: 1.) Job, em-
ployment and wage 
discrimination 2.) Social Security 
discrimination 3.) 
Discriminating state laws. 
For · support of the latter con-
tention, Marcinko referred to a 
statement attributed to Florida 
Senator Birch Bahr. According to 
Bahr. 26 states restrict women 
from occupying certam JOOS 'or 
professions. · 
Taking the opposing view on 
ERA passage, varsity debater Ed 
Foster admitted that 
discrimination exists, but argued 
that the proposed bill would not 
rectify the pr9blem. 
Foster asserted that women 
attld gain no new benefits by 
•A passage. He claimed that 
the proposed amendment-would 
only allow them to take cases of 
discrimination to court, "which 
can already be done under the 
Equal Pay Act, the Civil Rights 
Act and the 14th Amendment." 
Foster concluded, "Job and 
pay discrimination and 
discrimination from the law does 
exist, but ERA won't change this. 
It will just make it illegal 
twice ... but not change people's 
attitudes that practice 
discrimination .'' 
A brief rebuttal period 
followed. Marcinko challenged -
the audience by asking, "Whose 
MEN-WOMEN 
I 
If you're · j 
look_ing f~r an I 
. ordmary JOb, 1 
don't look here. I 
I Many jobs qn this page I I require experience. Ours 1 
I don't-just high stand9rds I and the de.sire to· l~arn. ; 
(You'll be " paid while you r 
:· I learn, too.) .. . 
Many 1obs pay a salary or I 
wage. Our jobs include free 
medical and dent~I care , 
! food and housing, a 30-day 
: paid vacation every year, 
i besides a good salary. 
Many jobs offer you one , 
I kind of work. We offer you 
. a choice of training in over J i 300 good jobs. An:cl, if you 
' qual i fy w ' If -:r antee 
I your job tra ining l n writing, ~ 
I before you enlist. ~ 
: And, finally, many jobs I l give you an opportunity to , 
1 work for a company. Ours ' 
; give you an opportun ity to 
I work for your Country. 
. X!IX-:!71i!I 




. 1011 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando, Fla. 32803 · 
Join the people 
· who 've joined the Army. 
I 
L -
l\n r Q1Jttl OlllJC1rtunily [mJJh1)'tl 
system gives women freedom 
from discrimination ... ERA or the 
present one?" 
the effect of the ERA with regard 
to subjects ranging from 
alimony. the draft. statutory 
rape, and even bathroom 
facilities . 
But Bring This Coupon and Get it For 75c !: 
Voicing his answer to the 
pointed question , he said, "The 
present system is incapable of 
ever solving the problem." 
price includes inside windows! 
sponsored by A P 0 
' • • • • • . 
• • • I 
Howell responded readily to the 
inquiries, armed with a collection 
of quotes, study results and 
statistics to support her answers 
advocat\ng ERA adoption. 
W••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••&IWWWIWWa•••••••••••••••••••• 
Foster retaliated by claiming 
that ERA passag-e would not 
solve present problems either, 
and compared the amendment to 
the Prohibition Law. which was 
continually broken and ex-
tremely difficult to· tightly en-
force. 
In additio~, fie produced a 
documented stalement made 
recently by Senator Sam Ervin, 
who was quoted as saying th~t 
ERA adoption would undoubtedly 
have a negative effect on future 
court rulings. -
The program was then open to 
discussion, and questions were 
entertained from the audience of 
between 35-50 persons. Louise 
Howell. the coordinator of the 
Orlando Chapter of the National 
Organizationn for Women <NOW) 
was a member of the audience, 
and among the active oar-
ticipants in the ensuing debate. 
Listeners raised Questions on 
She added that 47 per cent of 
the nation's women are now 
working, and argued that 
passage of the proposed bill , 
··would have a psychological 
benefit more than anything else, 
It would make all individuals 
During the open discussion, 
Foster proposed an alternative to 
the ERA. "The passage of a 
structual Jaw won't solve the 
problem. but an educational 
program for employers might." 
He explained that the program 
would also provide a capital tax 
subsidy break to these employers 
who hirea women, enabling them 
to pocket a larger percentage of 
their company 's profits . 
The next forum debate in the 
series · of relevant controvP.ri::ial 
topics will : be held . · on the 
VC green irom 12 p.m. to one 
p.m. on Thursday, May first. 
'Health Services Considered . -· 
By Regents ' Select Committee 
Two representatives from FTU 
were members of a recently 
formed committee, which met on · 
the FTU campus Wednesday, 
April 16, to study certain aspects 
of Student Health Services in the 
• State University System <SUS). 
, Hunter Potts, president of the 
FTU student body and Dr. Ed-
ward W. Stoner , director of 
health services at FTU were 
members of the committee. 
At its March 25 meeting, the 
Health Affairs Committee of the 
Board of Regents adopted a 
resolution authorizing the ap-
pointment of a select committee 
to: 
I. Determine the- level of 
student health services that 
should be mai.Btained on each 
SUS campus, and 
2.· Investigate various ·methods 
of financing programs offered by 
the health services. , 
Following this resolution , 
Chancellor Robert B. Mautz 
appointed the following people to 
the committee: 
Potts was a member of the 
committee representing the State 
Council of Student Body 
Presidents. Stoner represented . 
all the directors of University 
health services . Each of the other 
members represented a par-
ticular class or type of person 
throughout the SUS. 
After extensive discussions of 
the fundamental differences 
between the various universities, 
· · the compostion of their student 
bodies and the health needs of 
their students, the members of 
the committee decided that 
because of the variety of these 
needs, it would be impossible to 
adopt ·any uniform "formula" to-
determine the amount or level of 
health care that could be 
provided for individual students 
within the system. 
Dr. Richard E. Hulet, Vice 
Chancellor for Student Affairs , as 
·the chairman; Barbara O'Nan, 
commuting student from Florida 
International University ; Dr. 
Arthur Sandeen, vice president 
for student affairs from the 
University of Florida ; and Dr. 
Kenneth W. Thompson, vice 
president of administration at , 
University of South Florida. 
It was also decided that the 
present system of funding, where 
each university funds its 
program slightly differently, was 
necessary in light of the dif-
ferences in the universities and· 
the kinds and types of health care 
to be provided. 
The final recommendation 
included the adoption of the 
standards of the American 
Collegiate Health Association, 
which places emphasis on the 
teaching of preventive practices 
and methods . 
.... 
LetS get serious. 
Rick Walsh Is. 
Be'• ·seriou• about: 
·~ 
ll1htlna high bookstore· price•. 
Protecting student~ right• 
PUTTING TB'£ STUDENT BACK 
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ENJOY DELICIOUSLY DIFFERE~T. 
: ~ 
Chick-Fil-A, A golden 
brown pressure fried, 
boneless, skinless, chicken 
breast. · Seasoned . just 
right. Served on a toasted 
bun as a sandwich or as a 
box lunch with slaw and 
fries. You'll also enjoy our 
homemade lemon pie, 
icedream· and homemade 
salads. 
.--------------------------------------, 
All Deliciously Different 
*''*'* .. ~ ..... -..~ 
·' 
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE 
usr COLONIAL fNTIANSf • I 
896-2675 
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I 
CHICK-FIL-A would -like to treat you 
to a deliciously different meal. ~ith 
every purchase of a Chick-Fil-A Sand-
wich you receive a FREE COCUa-COLA A.nd a 
FREE order of French Fries: Put this 
coupon in your wallet so that you will 
have it with you \·:he'n you are shopping: 
in the AVrAMO LTE !YiALL OR ~,ASHTO N SQUAR 2 . 
Offer 2xpires April 29. 197 5. 
~------------------.... -~-----------------------------------~-
1';1!!1' 1-FuTl'rt•-.\pril ~:l. l!l';:l 
> 't. •• 
.... , . ·. 
'Apa~hy ,. Not 
-R-tial : Issue, 
t. .. • .... 
. ·, 
What politicians might call a·"non-iss.ue" has·betorne one of 
the focal ·points of the Student Government .executive office 
campaign which is climaxed today. 
It is ironic that indifference toward the "issues" should itself 
become one of the prime concerns of the campaign; "apathy" 
is blamed for the failures of programming efforts, it has 
become the scapegoat for lack of "responsiveness" on the part 
of both organization and public, and the target of endless ideas 
aimed at increasing participation both in the formulation and 
fulfillment of extracurricular activities. One can.didate has 
even outfitted his ·campaign with "Defy Apathy" t-shirts. 
We recognize that reaction from the student body to some 
programs, opportunities, and concerns which those_ in ad-
ministrative positions think important or interesting have met · 
with a notorious passivity. Indeed, the same events on another 
campus at.another time might have met with overwhelming 
support or debate. 
·But this is not another campus, and a very real part of this 
campus's character is the diversity of its members and their 
varied devotion of time and interest to causes, of small groups 
and the larger student body. As much as the system extends 
the right to participate in decision-m~king, it also carries with 
it the right not to participate, to reject the opportunity to 
contribute. To then complain about the products of that 
arrangement, however, is without justification. 
With all the cashing in on "apathy" there must be some 
other considerations: methodica·I condemnation of students 
for not becoming ecstatic about the latest wave in student 
activities is treating only a symptom, and is not even a ~ood 
treatment at that. 
Areas of interest must be actively sought out by our in-
coming officers, and the flow of communications with Student 
Government must be -extensive and deliberate. If interest 
cannot be aroused in a particular area, there is no reason to 
beat it to death in the marketplace of ideas, entertainment, or 
services. 
We are optimistic. Programs with appeal have drawn 
sizeable crowds; we need to find out why and get more of 
them. 
Apathy has not been an organized or even pervasive 
movement· among students. The priority of correcting the 
myth that students don't care must yield to that of responding 
to what the ·majority . does care about, ·wherever those needs 
may be found. 
'Lack Of Communication' 
Cited As Proble111 
Editor: 
In the April 18, 1975 issue of the 
FuTUre, in the section where 
candidates answered questions, 
you decried student apathy 
because no one was in attendance 
at the press conference. But 
maybe you should reflect more 
on some other possible reasons 
why the turnout was so poor. 
A significant reason as to why 
no one show.ed up was lack of 
communication concern.ing the 
event. In th e FuTUre of April 11, 
1975, you had a small ad ·in the 
right-hand corner of page . two 
and an equ~y small exhortation 
to attend on page four. Where 
was the mass ad:vertising that we 
would get with the movies, 
speakers, and art exhibits 
scheduleji _ _ Qn . fampu.§? Where 
--were the posters advertising 
time, date, place and subject? 
I share your expressed ~eel~ng 
that more students should be 
involved and vote, but then why 
don't you act on your beliefs and 
try harder to communicate what 
you feel is important instead of 
just letting out a lot of hot air? 
The other problem that r~ally 
underlies everything is a lack of 
fture 
This public document . was 
promulgated at an annual cost of 
$33,546.35, or 18.6 cents per copy, 
to inform the FTU community of 
related news, announcements 
and activities. Annual ad-
vertising revenue of S16,728.79 
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or responsiveness on the part of 
Student Government. There is 
not seen any connection · between 
the needs of the students and 
effective. action of Student 
Government. If more efforts are 
made to be truly responsive to the 
students by Student Government, 
and if more constructive efforts 
are made to communicate im-
port~nt events .to the students, 
then maybe apathy will be 
decreased. 
Apathy is not something that · 
just occurs .but has a basis in the , 
lack of response to the needs o( 
students. We don't need empathy 
words but effective action ... 
Mark Tschirgi 
(Because we are not a program-
oriented organization. we don't 
have budgets· for "mass ad- ' 
nrtising" as groups such as the 
Village Center do. In .the past 
three issues. communicating 
what we felt is important about 
SG elections has been expressed 
in a press conference. a two-page 
spread on the candidates and the 
issues. four editorials, a news 
story, and 1.1 advertisements. -
Ed.) 
Published weekly at Florida 
Technological University by 
President Charles N. Millican, 
and written and edited by and for 
the university community . 
Entered as third class matter at 
the U .S. Post Office at Orlando, 
Fl. 
DEADLINES 
News Milterial : Tuesday, Noon, 
phone 275 2601 
D isplay ,ind Classified ad 
vert1sinq : Tuesday. Noon, phone 
175 2865 
Rock Concert Situation Shows 
Need F or--sG--:vc-c~oP~ratiOn 
By Vicki Blanchfield 
Staff Writer 
Fully three months ago it first 
became apparent that ;i rock 
concert of fairly large propor-
tions could be available to the 
FTU community during the 
spring quarter. 
At the first of the year, Student 
Government <SG) discovered the 
presence of $15,000 worth of 
excess funds .. 
According to the Village Center 
c VC) it then took four wee!ts for 
the Student Senate to allocate 
$5,000 of this sum to them to be 
.directed into additional 
programming by the VC Popular 
Entertainment Committee. 
At this time, it was suggested 
that SG and the VC pool their 
resources to provide a spring 
extravaganza for the student 
body. 
As with any bureaucracy, 
arrangements have been slow in 
proceeding, and I, like many 
other students have grown 
curious as to the reason for the 
delay. 
It seems that once the money 
was appropriated to the VC, the 
Popular Entertainment Com-
.mittee kicked the big band idea 
around for several weeks. 
Finally, a six member ad hoc 
--co~~ittee, with equal 
representation from SG an.d the 
VC was established to select a 
group to coordinate the effort. · 
By that time though, per-
formers like Maria Muldauer, 
Olivia Ne:wton John and Linda 
Ronstadt under consideration by 
the committee, were either 
Candidate Criticized 
For .Fraternity Opinion 
Editor: 
l was reading last week's 
FuTUre when 1 came .upon page 
seven .. dealing with SG Can- :· 
didates. I then began reading 
some of the ideas of David 
Outlaw. I read that Outlaw feels 
that campus fraternities should 
be more of a service organization 
than a social one .. He asks what . 
fraternities took part in the 
recent community pledge walk. 
I suspect what Outlaw was 
trying to do was not raise a 
controversy but commit political 
suicide - and I sincerely hope he 
succeeds. I am a member of 
Lambda Chi Alpha Social 
f<'ratcrnity. We are here 
primarily for the social aspect of 
('ollcge education. However we 
also help the community in ways 
Dana Scott Eagles 
I <litor 111 Chief 
Editorial Policy : The editorial is 
the opinion of th<? newspaper as 
1ormulated by the editor -in-chief 
and the editorial board, and not 
necessarily that of the FTU 
•administration . Other editorial 
comment is the opinion of the 
writer, and not necessarily the 
official view of the the FuTUre. 
( 011lri1>u1inq N<'W'> Eclitor .. Glenn 
l'.1clqr.tt 
( () II I r I I) lJ I i .n q f. (. cl I u r (' 
L <1itor .. M1 ch · lie M c Burney 
( opy L.iyoul E:.d1tor . J,1neltil 
I 1'1'>011 
tha t Outlaw fails to .take· in~o 
account . 
.Last quarter my fraternity 
played .. 24 hours o f continuous . 
basketball t-o raise money for the 
· Kidney F.oundation. Chi Phi is 
raising money for the Easter 
Seals. T .K.E. supported the 
Central Florida Zoo. ATO gave 
nioney to Muscular Dystrophy as . 
did Pi Kappa Alpha. These are 
just a few of the situations in 
which social Greeks have given 
ho th ti me and money to their 
community. 
011tlaw fails to see these or take 
them into account. Outlaw should 
learn not to criticize something 
that he knows nothing about -
which I w<1uld guess covers a 




'>port., Eclitor .. Joe DeSalvo 
1•11010 l:.clitor .. Alan Geeslin 
( opyr<.•ildc:r .. TFilCy Arm!.trong 
I .iyout /\'>'>i!.li!nl. .Mary Tenet 
V( SG Writer .. Arlil Filko 
·.v~ Wr1t<•r .. John llecker 
I •·.1turr: Colu11111isi .. Cc1111c•ron 
1 •ytr· 
' .porl'> Wr1h .-.. John Bridqes 
'.I.ill Writr•r<., .. Voc.ki Bl<mchfield , 
V•·rry I .iunc <', P.it ~ lrilnqe 
f•floloqrilphc~r .. Fr<:d ~01n11w r 
f·r lvr·rl1'>inq M.i11,1q<'r .. J1m 
ltolllw'> 
•·• lv1·r l1 '>1nq ( on<,ul !,inf .M ike 
• ~ ~ f "r" 
booked solid or completely out of 
the budget range. 
Tu ma~ ' a loog, Md ~My 
short, p esently the tentative 
committee selections are 
::· "Sug~rloaf," the "Atlanta 
.. Rhythm Section" and "Asbury 
Park.'' No contracts have been 
finalized, but they are in the 
process now. It will take an ad-
ditional three week~ to secure the 
performers' checks, if contrac 
are indeed signed. 
As it now stands, there is a 
possible rock concert scheduled 
at the Sheraton Twin Towers on 
May 26, which would hopefully 
last a minimum of four hours. 
I have several suggestions ior 
future reference: surveys should 
be conducted among students to 
determine who they would come 
to see. not simply who their 
favorite performers are; more 
direct student input is necessary. 
Also, there seems to be a desire 
among many students for a full-
scale rock concert, with a big.: 
name group, as com.pared to ". 
popular· entertai.ninent per·- ·:. 
formers. -T~e last ·such grouP. . 
. appeared several years ago, 
when Brownesville Station in-· 
vaded FTU. 
The whole issue boils down to 
one simple deficiency: there is a 
need for more integrated 
cooperaHon and coordination 
between SG and the VC in th 
future to prevent exorbita 
delays in action from occurring 
again. Instead of trying to pass 
the blame off ontD one another, 
they should work together more 
dosely to best serve the en-




C1rculiltion M.1nilqer . Jeff 
Pr•arce 
Staff Artist. .. Mark Johnson 
Cartoonist. .. Dee Deloy 
LETTERS 
The FuTUre welcomes letters. 
l>ut cannot consider for 
pub I ication ilny letters not 
l>earinq the writer 's sicinature 
ilnd clddre~s . However, names 
will IH• withhelcl upon request. 
l he ~ riqht is rPservr.d lo c.·dit or 
r<'fu'>e publiccilion of l et t e r !> 
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Bike Paths Needed CoOling Causes Problem 
On Ala!J ya __ Trail 
Editor: . · ;.., · l'ece1ve bike p~ths. But I as1you, 
I came v~;ry close to a: hi . . -\~'nt-J'~ a.;e the apartments '.1e~r 
accident r centJy on m. . •. c: ~J'.l~S .. All .apartments \\'.1thm 
home from · class. ,. -b1ki_ng distance are on. AJafaya 
A cyclist was riding along Trail. Why were the bike paths 
Alafaya Trail and an oncoming lat~d for FTU Boulevard? An~ 
car moved into my right-of-way don t ~ell me that Alafaya Trail 
to pass the cyclist_ a near miss to does~ t ha_ve the room for ex-
be sure, and what is worse, this is pans1on hke FTU Boulevard 
not the first time this has hap- does. The prob-lems a~d danger 
pened. I dare say that the skill of a~e along Alafaya Trail now and 
the av·erage FTU driver has will always be m the future. 
avoided many accidents of this The road should at least be 
type. wid~ned s.o that c~r_s c~n pass 
But where are the bike paths cyclist~ w1t~out dnvmg mto the 
promised last year? Student oncoming_r1ght-of~way. Save th
1
e 
Government-Was instrumental in non-polluti_ng cychsts who don t 
nrging Orange County to set FTU need parking space. 
'Boulevard for top priority_ to, Gary N. Andersen 
u-Night Parking Has Same Rules 
Editor: 
- Stmday, April 20; 1975, my wife 
and I took our dog for a walk on 
FTU's campus. We arrived at 
7:30 p.m. and parked io the first 
paved lot (No.5W>, which is due 
west of the H&F A building. 
Since there were no other cars 
in this particular lot, I parked in 
the parking slot closest to . the 
sidewalk. It was the reserved 
slot for the Vice-President of 
·Business Affairs . 
remind all students who attend 
classes Monday through Thur-
s day evening and Saturday 
mornings and park in the faculty 
lots. You never know when you 
might unintentionally deprive 
one who has earned a designated 
parking space his or her 
privilege. 
l wonder what the odds are of 
parking in the same slot for three 
hours on a Saturday morning 
(which I have done twice) and not 
receiving a ticket ~nd parking 
there on a Sunday evening for 30 
minutes and receiving a ticket. 
Gary W. Davis 
According to R. N. Peruf, 
Director of the Physical Plant, 
FTU's air-conditioning situation 
is becoming a major problem. 
· P-eruf s · t!lJ:lt -at present, 
FTU's,,.. air ..... ondit:Wriing demand 
is 2,760 tpns, but ·me capacity is 
only 800 tons. The cause of the 
problem is that the utility's ex-
pansion is not keeping up with 
other construction on campus. 
'T'he capacity of the utilitv olan..t.. 
is ideally increased along with 
building construction, ana an 
expansion contract is under way 
at present. Peruf said it should 
have been completed by the time 
the new buildings <H&F A and 
Rehearsal Hall> were completed. 
However, .the contract for the 
utilities expansion had to be re-
bid, causing construction to be 
delayed. Psruf estimates that 
construction of the present ex-
pansion will be completed by the 
middle of May, 1975. T~is phase 
will double the capacity to 1,600 
tons . 
Wherf,. this occurs, it will help 
the situation but there will still be 
a problem, because that leaves a 
hortage of 1,160 tons. It will be 
the middle of January 1976 before 
the utilities plant construction 
will catch up with the present 
load demand . 
Peruf said the ideal chill water 
temperature is 45 degrees F. but 
by late afternoon, the water 
temperatute is alreadv raised to 
Winter Concert Applauded 
Editor: 
I was disappointed to find no 
review of the Paul Winter Con-
sort in the last issue of the paper. 
As you should know, they ap-
peared April 12 in the VC 
auditorium. 
I felt that the Consort was 
probably the best assembly of 
musicians to appear at FTU since 
the Matthay Festival last year. 
Tl:te other students who witnessed 
the Consort must agree ".'ith me, 
since Paul Winter was called to 
perform not one, but several 
encores. That's more than 
Ramsey Lzwis gave us, and you 
gave Ramsey half a page. 
C'mon. l<'uTUre , get on the ball. 
Another round of applause for the 
Paul Winter Consort; I hope to 
see them back again next year. 




Dr. Walter Gaudnek of the FTU 
Art Department will conduct a 
three-day symposium on "Art 
and the Public'' from· ApFil 26 
__ throu!lh Aoril 28. 
The first session will be held at 
two p.m. April . 26, af the Maeder 
Fortress on South Saxon Drive in 
At 7 :41 p.m. my car was 
ticketed by an FTU Police officer 
for parking in a reserved area . I 
commend the officer for doing his 
job appropriately and I apologize 
to the Vice-President of Business 
Affairs for parking in his slot . If 
for one moment I thought I was 
inconveniencing the gentleman 
for parking in his slot on a Sunday 
evening, I would not have parked 
there, but instead I would have 
parked 15 feet away in a 
Policy Makes For 'Sweai Box' 
nonreserved slot. -
I have paid my fine of one 
dollar. However, I wish to warn 
11 of FTU's studentC>ody to park 
1 the so designated areas as 
pertain to the ~ticker they have 
on their vehicle. Especially, I 
Editor: 
I want to express my concern · 
for the air conditioning · con-
; servation policy . I fully agree 
with turning off the air con-
ditioning in our building in the 
evening if it is saving operating 
xpenses. 
I would like to sugg~st that the 
administration look at this action 
with a little rationality. The first 
thing they could do is schedule all 
of the evening classes in the 
· library. Because of the service 
being open usually to 10 p.m. on 
some evenings , the air con- . 
ditioningcould be utilized and.the 
tudents could benefit from it and 
be comfortable. As it is, night 
classes get awfully hot before 
quitting time. 
I appreciate and support the 
evening shutdown of the air 
conditioning throughout the 
school. But couldn't they turn 
them on again early enough so 
nine and 10 o'clock classes will 
not be sweat boxes? 
David.Outlaw 
at least 60 degrees F. This means 
that the air blowing into the 
rooms is close to 7o aegrees F. 
- ~nd the surrounding temperature 
is about 80 degrees·F . This is true 
regardless of what the room 
thermostat reads. 
Also, because thereare-more 
classes being conducted later at 
night, the air handlers must be 
kept on much later in the 
evening. Therefore, there is less 
- time to !owe the water tern-
. perature, which in turn means 
warmer rooms in the morning. 
Peruf said, 'It is a vicious 
circle. We 1:5now it is un-
comfortable to say the least, but 
please bear with us. We are 
giving you all we've got." 
New Smyrna Beach. The second 
sess.ion will be held at three p.m. 
April 27, in FTU's Human'fies 
and Fine Arts building rehearShl 
hall, and the final session will be 
conducted at 10 a .m. April 28 at 
the Maeder Fortress, in New 
Smyrna Beach. 
Topics to be covered at each of 
the three sessions include: levels 
-=-'-C~nt~d onl>~ge ~ 
S.T 0 p· 
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French fried Mew lnsl .. 1111 
clam 1trlp1 . 
lerwed wltlt spicy cecktall 
•r crea111r tartar 1111ce. 
·1 ·· -=-=-==-=-= --
PRlllD SH•IMP 
BASKllT 
I Full Dezen 
Ho•• •hi•. bre•ded ••d. 
hied to• crl•Pr. 1old•n 
brown. 
Served with 1plcr cock1•11 
or cre1111r t•rtar 1a11ce. 
• 2 .• 
---·- ----- . -- -
* 
..,,, a 't'' t<J t'<w PP Ot<J 
Chef Snuffy 's 
t W' .,., A ' tsH¥J2 t ... t bfs'1 t Vt' _,..,.. .. 
DINNER MENU 
5 PM to 2 AM 
YU• YUM CUISINE 
-· 
FI let •1·n.9on 
Shls-ka·boob 
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The Virgin : 
Stacked-Oanlth Ha111. • 1 •• I 
I 
I 
'1 '' I tender •••te ,.,, ... ,. 
I 
Tiie Juana Burger I 
ci.e•••••r s•r ,.,,,... . '1,. I 
~~~~~~~=ii: 
TM Stud 
Tntr re••t '••'· '1" 
TM Stripper 
Dellclo111 D•l•enlco 
1 2 •• ....... 
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Breast 'Cancer: 
An FTU Coed Tells .Her Story 
By Michelle Mc Burney 
I Contribution Feature Editor 
THIS ARTICLE IS ABOUT AN 
FTl' CO-ED. THE EVENTS ARE 
FACTl AL. HOWEVER. THE 
~AMES HAVE BEEN 
CHANGED BY REQUEST. 
Kathy was scared. Her· mind 
was racing with fears of what the 
doctor might find during her 
breast examination . 
Oh, Gon nlP.;:i~P rlon't let it be 
cancer. Please, I don't want to 
have breast' cancer, thought the-
20 year old. 
Kathy had found a Jump in her 
breast two months ago, while 
giving herself a self-examination . 
- - - C ~-- -- -
"I s'tarted giving myself 
monthly breast-examinations 
last spring after viewing an in-
formative, frank TV show and 
reading so much about it ," 
recalls Kathy. . 
She remembers how dumb she 
fe1t "poking around my breast. I 
couldn't be Ji eve it when I f e1t 
something thick on the upper 
portion of my right one," she 
said. 
hathy remembers qlinking 
that maybe it Was supposed to 
feel that way, and perhaps she 
just never noticed it before. "It's 
not big. ~t's probably nothing, " 
Kathy recalls, telling herself then 
and many times thereafter. 
"I thought I was being sillv. I 
-knew that breast cancer was, and 
still is, the most common type of 
cancer.in women. But me - breast 
cancer! The media was so-active 
in warning women to check 
themselves. Why, two prominent 
women, Betty Ford, who-had a 
radica1 mastectomy and Happy 
Rockef e11er, who had breast · 
surgery for cancer w~re in the 
spot-light. Obviously, the media 
was producing mass hysteria and 
probably every American woman 
thinks she has breast cancer, 
..._including me," said Kathy. · 
"I kept trying to lle to myself, 
but the Jump was still there. At 
night when I tried to fall asleep on 
my sto~h,_ I fe1t the pressure _ 
-.. 
on the lump in my breast against 
the bed. Tears trickled onto my 
pil1ow as I turned over onto my 
back. I'd press my fingers in my 
breast hoping not · to find the 
lump; maybe it didn 't Jike the 
environment with a11 the poking 
fingers; maybe it would just 
dissolve,'' reca1ls Kathy . 
- Finaliy :in desperation, Kathy 
called her roommate 's fami1y 
doctor . "I was sure I was 
checking myself properly. I just 
' needed a doctor's reassurance 
that what I felt was normal," sh e 
said . 
A week later. after a painless 
doctor's examination and 
mammograms (breast x-rays), 
Kathy was informed that she had 
a cyst in the upper portion of her 
right breast . 
The consulting doctor told her 
that he was optimistic that it was 
benign . He insisted however that 
she enter the hospita1 the next 
a fternoon for a biopsy. 
"I cried most of the night ," 
recalls Kathy. "I had driven my 
roo~ate up the waU talking of 
mastectomies for three weeks, 
and all she could do. to comfort 
me was to cry with me. My 
mother saved the day_ PY arriving 
that eyening from Tampa. 
''It turned out that my mom 
was a few years older than I when 
she had a cyst removed from her 
breast," said Kathy. "Yet she 
stil1 hadn't read or heard pf 
anyone else her age who had gone 
through a similar experience. I 
soon found out that young people 
could have breast problems just 
as easily ·as o1der folks." · 
Kathy remembers all the 
papers · she had to sign the next 
. morning . "I was g1ad Mom an~ 
Suzy, my roommate, were __ with 
me. The routine sedative I had 
been given a few hours before 
going to the operating room 
didn't calm ·me," remembers 
Kathy. 
"I was shaking like an FTU 
pine tree on a typica1 windy day, 
as they wheeled me into the OR. 
When I came -0ut of thEL . 
anesthetic, a voice said the cyst 
was benign,' ' she recalls . 
Kathy remembers her head 
was still in a whir] and that her 
entire body cringed with fear 
when sh e felt the bandage 
covering her right breast . 
The next morning she -was told 
that one bell -shaped tumor had 
been_rfil}}oved. -
. . "I cried, but mostly I W&S 
exhausted and washed out, as I 
would be for the next couple of 
weeks," she explained. 
The day after she left the 
hospital, Kathy changed the 
bandage and, found an inch and a 
half long incision below her 
sw1tan line. 
"My breast was black and .blue 
and swollen. It didn't hurt, but I 
felt creepy everytime I looked at 
it ," realted Kathy. · 
"Sometimes I wonder how I 
would have·felt had the tumor not 
been benign . If I had been the one 
out of every twenty women who 
develop breast cancer during her 
life time ," said Kathy. 
·•1 wonder if I cou1d have·faced 
up to the fact as so many women 
have to. I wonder how some girls , 
even younger than I, feel when 
they·have to have a mastectomy 
in order to live. " 
. Gaudnek 
Cont'd from Page 5 
of interest a11d patterns of 
behavior; communication and 
ways for improvement; the 
political nature of · art and 
liberation from it; the a'rt student 
as tomorrow's artist and art 
pub1ic; and the art co1lector . 
Speakers for the symposium 
will be Henry Roberts; director of 
- the Montgomery Museum of Fine 
Arts, Montgomery, Ala.; · 
Adrienne Anderson Hart, Art 
Department, University of 
Montevallo, Monteval1o , Ala.; 
Eckard Heidrich, of Brussels; 
and Dr. Roger Ortmayer of 
FTU's Art Deoartment. 
The sessions are open and· free 
to t!1e public. 
..... 
* * * * * * : 
Movie Sub~~dy Tick~t~ * * 
* * * * * '* * *· * * * •  • *" *· • 
* * * 
* * * * * ~
Qvailable .in VC 316 9-5 Daily 
.FLORIDA STATE THEATRES 
.Beacham Plaza 1 
$~.25 
WOMETCO THEATRES 
Parle West Parle East 
$6.00 ·valu~ fOr $3.50 
EASTERN F~DE~AI. THEATRES 
Northgate 1,2,3,4 Conway 1,2 
Or~nge Blossom 1,2 
$1.25 
Once Upon A Stage 
Dinner Theatre 
... 
Tickets Good ONLY: • 
Tues., Wed, Thurs & Sun. 
$5.oo · 
. - -
Includes Dinner & Show VC 2 05 
* * 
* ~ 
* * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
UNIVERSITY MOVIES 
An epic drama of 
adventure and exploration! 
. "· ~\V' "' 
MGM PRESENTS A S~ANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION 
2001: .· 
a space oClyssey 
STARRING KEIR DULLEA. GARY LOCKWOOD 
,. SCRE,ENPLAY BY STANLEY KUBRICK A~D ARTHUR c. CLARKE 
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY STANLEY KUBRICK 
~ 
SUPER PANAVISION°AND METROCOLOR . ~ 
VMGM 
FR 1.- APR. 25 SUN. - APR. 27 
s:Jo 
VCAR 
STU.DENTS - FREE 
AND-
G.P. -$1 





JAMES . JOYCE'S 
:JLYSSES 
· VOTE VOTE VOTE · VOTE · VOTE. · 
NATIONAL SERVICE FRATERNITY 
R·us·R .·sMO.KER 
Mon. April 28, 7: 30 pm, 
In Student Organizations. 
In The V.C. 
If~ 0111·11.ic'1.' workinJ.{ in Uw Sl'l'Vi('(' of 
_, 0111 frllow :-.tud1·nts. your Sl'hool. 
;1111( .\0111' 1·01111111111ity . ,\ .P .O. 111•1•ds 
·' ou '. 
VOTE 
\-****** *************"************-* ******** I 
I 
-S.G. ELECTIONS 
Student Body Presiderit 
-
Student Body Vice Presidenf 
.. 
Library Lobby _& Snack Bar 
. . . . 
All Students are . eligible to vote. 
*****~***********************~*********~*** 
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· ·- Y 0~ MUST present yo·u :, stude . t 
. . - I . 
I.D. card tO vote 
-
VOTE · VOTE · VOTE · VOTE · VOTE · VOTE · VOTE 
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By Cameron Pyle 
Feature Columnist 
Only three and a half months 
old, the 1975 television season is 
already conspicuous by its 
mediocrity. Evening TV offers 
either re-runs, re-runs of re-runs, 
•) · the usual deluge of cop shows. 
However, thanks to WMFE-TV 
'- t-tannel 24, FTU viewers have 
b"'d the opportunity to see "the 
cream of British comedy" at 
i0: 30 Sunday nights. That's right, 
'. fonty Python's Flying Circus" 
has come to Central Florida in 
lhe form of 13 half-hour 
segments, which Channel 24 
began broadcasting on April 6th. 
"Monty Python" features six of 
Britain's best comedy writer-
actors who use sight gags, skits, 
and outrageous animations as 
their contribution to the collec-
tive insanity of 20th century life. 
They are Graham Chapman, 
Johu Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric 
Idle, Terry Jones, and Michael 
Pallin. 
Program information for 
Channel 24 says that "Python 
began on the BBC-TV in October 
1969. It soon became so popular 
that promo~rs were reluctant to 
book rock concerts on nights that 
Pvthon was on the air, and 
Canadian audiences staged mass 
demonstrations demanding re-
runs when the show completed its 
first 13-week cycle." 
"Monty Python's" humor is 
bizarre to say the least. Who else 
could have come up with flying 
sheep, an interview with a spruce 
tree, or "Wuthering Heights" 
performed with semaphore 
flags? 
According to Linda Mayfield of 
Channel 24, "audience response 
to the show has been great so 
far." She added that most of the 
support has come from people 
who have heard "Python" 
albums, and have called to say 
that " it's about time." 
Comments from FTU students 
that I've talked with have ranged 
from "insane" and "too short" to 
"I don't watch TV," which is an 
appropriate criticism of present 
television programming. 
What will happen after the 
current 13-week series ends is 
still uncertain. Channel 24 ap-
parently had reservations about 
televising "Monty I?ython" in the 
first place, but perhaps public 
support for the show will change 
that. There are 39 segments in 
all, and Mr. Tom Landini, 
Program Director for WMFE-
TV, said that "the station does 
have the option to buy th~ 
remaining 26. The best way," he 
said, "to keep Monty Python on 
the air is to send letters to the 
station ." 
So, fell ow students, the - big 
question is in your hands now. Is 
America ready for "Monty 
Python''? Send your answers to 
WMFE-TV-Channel 24, 2908 W. 
Oak Ridge Rd., Orlando, Fla. 
32809. 
'Compressed Speech' 
peeds Tape Playback 
By Michelle McBurney 
Contributing Feature Editor 
It would take twice as long to 
listen to this article on a tape 
recorder as it would to read it 
silently. This isn't a problem for 
most people, but for those who 
depend on tape recorders for 
information . - the blind, the 
handicapped and some students -
it is. For these people, a tape 
recorded message double,S the 
time they spend absorbing 
materiaL 
According to Dr. K. Phillip 
Taylor, Associate Professor" of 
Communications, 70 percent of 
man's waking hours are spent in 
some form of communications. 
Dr. Taylor also points out that 
research shows man is spending 
less time reading, and more with 
audio communications. 
One means of spending less 
time listening to tapes is to speed 
them up. Under normal cii;-
cumstances, the voice would 
sound like a 33 1-3 rpm record 
played at 78 revolutions per 
minute. The effect would be 
equivalent to listening to Walt 
Disney's character "Donald 
Duck." 
With a process called 'com- . 
pressed speech,' one can hear 
taped material which has .been 
sped up in a voice without 
distortion. 
When speech rate is increased, 
the pitch automatically in-
creases. But when sound is 
compressed, the sound waves are 
stretched out, lowering the pitch. 
By compressing speech, 
listening time is saved and. the 
\"Oice is understandable. Com-
pressed speech also cuts down 
listening time, by sampling 
n inute bits of speech extracted 
from taped material. Some 
methods shorten vowels, and 
pauses are removed. 
Developers of compressed 
speech units using digital com-
puters assert that the system 
reduces the poping sound 
produced by conventional 
sampling methods of splicing and 
editing tape. 
In the past, machines 
producing compressed speech 
were too costly for most people. 
Two companies have developed a 
small electronic-circuitry-
system, making the cost of some 
models as affordable as · pocket 
calculators. 
In two or ~hree years, c9m-. 
pr .!Ssed speech units will retail 
for as little as $30 above the or-
dinary retail price of a cassette 
tape recorder. Current retail 
price ranges from $495 to $1,200. 
The price reduction is attributed 
to the integrated circuitory 
system, which made pocket 
calculators a mass consumer 
product. 
Various purposes available 
through compressed speech 
include t'liminating the blind's 
dependence on sight readers for 
information and students who 
n•ad poorly, and wish to follow 
texts may do so. A speech 
therapist can use the units to 
analyse expanded speech for 
distorted speaking pattern, and 
students, through their university 
and audio-visual centers, will be 
able to listen to missed lectures in 
hair the time it takes to sit in 
dass. 
Forty-five stttdents at Syracuse 
University in N.Y. participated in 
what is thought to be the first 
class taught using compressed 
speech. Students using com-
pressed speech scored an 
average of half a grade point 
higher on a multiple choice test 
than the average score of the 
control group members. This 
first group.also spent an average 















l Button-front-Featuces Levi 
Strauss copper oxide buttons that 
button all the way through . In all-
cotton denim and chambray. $14.50 
2 California Bell-A jean-bell 
fit with the original Levi's trademarks 
... leather patch and riveted pockets. 
In all-cotton woven twill. $14J>O 
3 Alp;ne B~ll-New saddleback 
pockets on a rounded back cut. 100% 
cotton . Dusty faded colors. $16.50 
4 Ch~mb<ay Bell-Has doubJe-
stitched outseam and 23" flare leg. 
In 100% cotton chambray. $14.50 
5 Re.erse Denim-A neW 
shade of fade called " Backside 
Blue." $14.00 ,\ 
For the best of Levi's~ .. 
~~ ~~ ~~ 
~· COUNTY SEAT ~ 
~~ s~:,:s ~~ 
Altamonte Mall 
( /011·1•r li•Pd,. cars co11ro111.~I') 
Rate: 
25 cents per line 
5 line minimum. Classifieds 
\pril :!:;, l!ti':;-FuTt..:rf>-Page !I 
Place Classifieds in 
FuTUre office, LIB 
215. Hours: 
MTWF: 9-12, 1-3 
R: 9-1 
f:OR SALE-
Sing~r Zig -Zag Sewing 
Machine with" cabinet $85. 
Refrigerator, good condi"t-ion 
$60. ca·11 Marfha .X 2703 . or 
after 5, 275-9495. 
mufflers .. aes.t offer. Ca I l.273-
. 9435 Morr.. & Wed. Ask tor . 
Steye. · 
,.....__ : 
c9v~rs gas;. lights, telephone, . 
p~rkirig in rear." s1-0·o·a mo: -0r- .o-
$i5 · .. ~. a wk. C~rdina!s &t~'.· '1 
squl.rrels from Lk. Eola . 337 - · 
Calt1:c-~l"t Ave., : Orlando : . · · 
Phone ·841 :6089 eves . ... & 
weekends. Available May ~· 
MARRIED COUPLES 
'VETERANS 
BUDGET MJNDE'D .· · 
SINGLES ~- '. 
SERVICES 
BAB_YSITTING : :.· in _my 
· aprtrn~nt across fro·m 
1911 Honda -· SL 350. Low 
mileage. $400. Call 671-5801. 
Dup'lexes', furn. · o~ .. u'rifurn"., 
north on Alfaya Tr .- at Mit-
chel I Hammock Rd. in 
Oviedo. Reasonable rent. 
Ridgewood Village, tel. 365-
3721. 
campu~. Any time, 7 days-wk. 
Flexible rates. Address: 3593 
Apt . 12, Khayyam Ave., 
Orlando Fla. 
Double bedroom set, $150. 
Call 646-2501 or 365-3024. 
Mobile Home, 10x40, 1 bdrm 
furnished, air cond., fully 
carpeted, 5 miles from FTU. 
Quiet park with pool. $1500. 
277-8668 after 10: 15 p.m. 
.3 Honda- 750 K-3. 14,000 
miles. Good condition, need~ 
FOR RENT 
Nice room. One mile from 
FTU. Call 644-6860 or 273-2212 
after 3: 30. 
FOR AN .ECOLOGIST: Large 
studio room upstairs, sever:i 
·-windowS, surrounded by 
trees. New family size GE 
refrig., stove with oven, share 
bathroom. Heat includes big 
elec. fireplace, air-cond. Rent 
3 bdrm apt. on Alfaya Trail. 
$150. Call Mr. Erickson. 321-
001.4. 
In Oviedo-3 bdrm., 2 bath 
NEW home. Quiet residential 
area, AC, wall-to-wall, 2-car 
- garage, large !ot. Call 646-
2501 or 365-3024. 
Mobile Homes-E. 50 
1-2-3 Bedrooms-Central air & -· 
heat - Pool-picnic area-
laundry. University Village 
Park. 275-0122 . 
WANTED 
Female roommate needed to 
room with same. 2 bdrm. apt. 
pool, laundry, partly fur-n. · 
$82.50-mo. Call evenings 628-
0611. 
Furnished apt. near FTU to 
·sublease during the summer. 
Reply to Box 137, Florida · 
Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton, 
Fla. 33432. 
New Exhibit Features 
Weavings And PhQtos · 
P ti. f t ed · th . . t Streetman 's wide range of resen y ea ur m e JOln · · · h·b ·t · th rb 1 bb experience with eqmpment, ex 1 1 m e i r~ry 0 Y are processing and printing is 
the works of Jan Rmg, a weaver' evident in her photo fantasies, 
and E~on . Streetman , where she has drawn and used 
photographic artist. spray paint on the photo print. 
Ring is a local talent, having 
lived in the Central Florida area 
for the past 17 years. She taught a 
fabrics course for the Art 
Department at FTU last fall, 
which· will be offered again this 
fall quarter . 
Many awards have been ex-
tended to Ring from numerous 
invitational and juried shows 
throughout the country . 
Presently an instructor at the 
Penland School of Craft in North 
Carolina, Streetman previously 
taught still life photography at 
FSU. She also had a portrait 
photography studio in Florida for 
10 years. 
Recently, Streetman has been 
doing photo illustrations for the 
Dobbs-Merrill Publishing 
Company and a series of craft 
books. The first two books, en-
titled Pottery and Jewelry, will 
be published in August. 
Typing done in ~y home. 50 
cents per page. Punctuation 
must be included. Please call 
Pam. 568-2336. 
PERSONAL 
Carnations to our new.est 
sisters, who were initiated 
April 19th; our first Brother~ 
of Hermes, who were in-
ducted into the Royal Order 
of the Red Carnation on April 
19th; Jennell, who celebrated 
her birthday last week. -- The 
Alpha Chi Angel. 
Dearest Waffleman, Sure do 
miss ya! Gooa luck with your 
new job. 1 'm with you all the 
way. Still in spite of it a11--I 
love y·ou ! Forever, Waf-
flewoman. 
$25 REWARD 
FOR ' INFORMATION 
LEADING TO THE 
.RETURN OF SEVERAL 
PLANTS STOLEN from my 
Apt. at the Haystacks. The 
plants were in wire hanging 
baskets lined with Sphagnum 
moss. Included in the missing 
are Staghorn and Rabbits 
foor ferns along with a 4x18" 
board covered with air 
plants. FOR MORE IN -
FORMATION CALL: 275-
5943. 
Ring 's weavings are a com-
bination of off-loom and standard 
weaving, twining , wrapping and 
fabric form assemblages. 
Sometimes all these techniques 
are employed in a single piece, 
-· 
Photo by Alan Geeslin 
I 
A strange countenance peers from one of J~n Rin·g's 
organic weavings on display in the ~ibrary lobby. 
Ring says ' ' I like to create 
forms . that are either organic or 
mathematical, with rich texture 
that is sensuous to touch and with 
an embracing aura." 
Placement Aids In Career · Choice 
Students concerned about the 
rising rate of unemployment may 
find a little comfort at the FTU 
Student Placement Office. 
"Basically, in our office we do 
more than work for seniors," said 
James Gracey, Placement 
Center director. 
Gracey said the Placement 
Center in cooperation with the 
Developmental Center , helps 
sutdents having ty;"ouble deciding 
w·hat field to pursue. The 
Developmental Center ad-
ministers a test to determine 
what fields a student can expect 
to excel. The Placement Center 
provides counselling on the 
frends of the iob market. 
"We like to talk to freshmen 
about career objectives," Gracey 
said. "We do not tell them , 'Gee, 
there are more jobs in this area, 
so go to this field ' .'' 
The Placement Center can help 
students find employment while 
still in school. 
"We do as much as we can to 
help students find off-ca~pus 
jobs," Gracey said. "We have 
Jour bulletin boards on campus 
listing part-bme job offers. We 
list the name of the employer, the 
salary and where to apply .· 
Students seeking part-time 
l'mployment should check the 
bulletin board daily ." 
The Placement Center's major 
objective is to help graduates find 
Pmpluyment. 
"Our service serves three 
areas," Gracey_ .explained. 
"Three placement officers work 
with students OJl res.wnes. in-
terview techniques and employer 
research." · -= --
The .Placement ·Center -ftas a 
video tape library for interviews 
with representatives of various 
eompa~ies and organizations. 
"We have an eqiploy-er's 
library listing over 40Q firms-," 
Gracey added. 
Seniors should register with th~ 
Placement Center early in order 
to take advantage of interviews 
conducted in the fall. 
Cont 'd on Page I~ 
Mary Lou Boyle, 
Apartments 
$70 Per Month 
2_ Bedroom 
Furnishe·d 
LIGHTED TENNIS cou·RTS 
. VOLLEYBALL 
. BAS·KETBAL.L 
POOL · . . 
. RECREATION ROOM 
· .. LAUNDRY . FACILITfES 
.. SECURJTY 
Mii'e South of FTU Entrance 
Open For Inspection 9-6, 275-8950. 
Owaer and Op~ra~9r 
I min5 
l o;,I · Oviedo's I , I 
New and Luxurious Uni_sex Styling Parlor, 
Mary Lou Boyle, owner and operator of the Pony Tail Beauty Salon invites you to Oviedo's 
new and luxurious unisex styling parlor, now open. 
When you come in you'll meet Rick Swainston, formerly of "The Trimmer~". in lvey's of 
Winter Park and Oviedo's Pat Barnes who recently completed an advance trammg course at 
Woody's. 
The Pony Tail is conveniently located at 97 North Central Avenue in Downtown Oviedo. Visit 
us .'Aonday through Saturday, 8:45 a.m. until 5 p.m. or call for late appointments on Wed-
nesday evPnings. Dial 365-5664 or 365-3878. 
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Knights Drop Pair; 
L.ook To Halt Skid 
B.Y John Bridges 
Sports Writer 
Skidding to 24-8, FTU's 
. baseball team began the 
remainder of its home schedule 
this week. Looking to snap its 
three-game losing streak, the 
Knights have lost three in a row. 
Last week, behind a fairly 
strong showing by pitcher Blake 
Lorenz and even stronger· support 
by umpires Doil Trawick and 
Randy Smith, Rollins College 
edged the Knights 3-2 at Harper-
Shepherd Field. 
Lorenz allowed two runs on 
seven hits while striking out five 
FTU batters and holding the 
team hitless for six innings. 
Lorenz appeared still strong at 
the close of the game, retiring the 
last six men to face him - two with 
strike-outs_ 
Most of FTU's displeasure was 
directed at Trawick and Smith, 
who made some controversial 
calls and spotted Rollins a 
reversed decision here and there. 
The umpiring exhibition 
prompted FTU coach Doug 
Holmquist to comment, "It was 
the worst umpiring I've seen in 
my eight years of coaching 
college baseball." 
A crowd estimated at 500, in- · 
duding former Brooklyn Dodger 
shortstop Pee Wee Reese, wit-
nessed FTU's seventh defeat. 
Reese was in Florida to shop for a 
college for his major-league-
hopef ul son, Mark. 
Sam Swanger, now 8-3, was 
charged with the loss. Swanger 
was bothered by men on bas1 
most of the afternoon. Rollin,; 
managed three runs and nine hits 
in five innings off Swanger. 
Swanger was relieved by Stan 
Edge, who held Rollins scoreless 
and gave up two hi ts in his three-
inning stint. 
Last Saturday in St. Peter-
sburg, the Knights club lost 
number their straight -- a 10-2 
decision to Eckerd College. 
Nothing seemd to go i;:ight for 
the Knights: they were held to 
five hits, committed five errors 
and then had to watch Eckerd 
erupt for five runs in the bottom 
of th~ eighth to seal the victory. 
Harry Johnson received his 
third loss against four wins this 
season. Johnson lasted six in-
nings, giving up four runs (two 
earned) on five hits . Stan Edge 
again appeared in relief and was 
on the mound during Eckerd's 
five-run barrage. Edge gave up 
six runs <three unearned) on four 
hits in two innings. 
FTU hitters managed four 
singles and a triple by Ieftfielder 
John Teator. 
The Knights will play at home 
for the remainder of the regular 
season. This past Wednesday the 
team faced a re-match with 
Rollins and tomorrow afternoon 
11:00) will meet Stetson 
University at Tinker Field. 
Diamond Dust: According to 
the latest edition of Collegiate 
Baseball newspaper, FTU is 
ranked third nationally in the 
College Division, which includes 
Division. II and Division 111~ 
&kerd was ranked directly 
behind the Knights ... Ranking 
was based on the Knights' first 27 
games in w~ich they were 22-
5 ... Among the regulars, Jorn 
Horvath 's .359 batting average 
along with Steve Crutcher's .346 
are leading the overall .286 
Knights ... Among the hurlers, 
Sonny Wise has ·the lowest 
Earned Run Average at 1.27 -
Sam Swanger is right behind him 
at 1.79 ... Horvath leads the 
Knights in round-trippers with 
three ... Despite a recent batting 
slump, Chick Patrick has the lead 
in Runs-Batted-In with 
27 ... 0veraH pitching at 2.13 ERA 
keeping tournament hopes alive. 
Lady Kights Grab 
No. 5 Spotln State 
Under the superb coaching of 
Lucy McDaniel FTU's first 
women's extramural softball 
team closed out jts first season 
with a fifth place finish at the 
State Tournament, held in Miami 
last weekend. 
Coach McDaniel was pleas.ed 
with the team's showing and 
believes next year's squad wiIJ be 
a state title contender sine~ only 
two players will be graduating. 
The infield wa.s composed of 
several, fine experienced ball 
players, with all but two having 
played softball for various city 
league teams. The battery; 
c.:omposed of veteran pitcher 
Linda Johnson and catcher Terri 
Ray, were helped. by the fine 
fielding skills of Kris Bekemeyer 
at shortstop, Kathy Osborne at 
first base, Faye Denniston at 
second base and Susan Marcus at 
third. Lynn Keiser, Kitty Ing, 
Char Rouch and Kathy Schell 
teamed up as one of the better 
outfields in Florida. 
Hartos, Thayer Roll 
Straight To 'Star' Lead 
The first half of the season went 
well including a seven-game win 
streak and a second place finish 
behind state powerhouse Flagler 
at the Flagler tourney in st · 
Augustine . 
By John Becker 
The FTU Superstars co~­
pe_fition is rolling along 
<literally).. . 
Bowling was t1:1e first event in 
the month-long compe.tjtian that" 
will determine the top athletes in 
the men's and wamen.'~ divisions 
at li'TU. Randy Hartos exploded 
witij .a personaJ:-high game of 193 
along ith a 145 and 183 to take 
first pace in the men's divisiop. 
His 521 total° pins edged charging 
Harold Hemmings 1513) who 
started the event with a sen-
sational 220 game. 
Hemmings cooled off in his last 
two games rolling 153 and 140 but 
it was enough to maintain the 
second-place spot over Doug 
Akers ( 476 >. Akers had games of 
155, 152 and 169. 
Alan Howell 1394), John Gilmore 
ci70l. Sam Bryant (343), and· 
Mike Pannell 1326>. 
In the wome.n's division, Sally 
Tha_yer grabbed first plaGe with a 
459 three-game series. She 
started slow with a 124 but came 
jght back with the high game 
of the women's competition, a 
180 She finished with a strong 
I~. Tracy S pp came in secon,d 
witli a 407 series. Kathy Mitchell · 
suffered through a 109 first game 
but came back with a 131 and 121 
to · take the th i rd_-place spot. 
The other women keglers and 
their total scores were: Terry 
H.a y 1:358), Sue J cary < 355 l , 
Virginia McDougal l:J43), Apryle 
Bigam C~26l, Laura Pooser <325), 
and Kim Drury (;H>9l . 
State tournament action began 
last Th.ursday with a loss against 
Florida State. On friday, FTU 
. came ·. back'. to defeat Florida 
. Bible 22-6 · only to lose a heart-
brc~ker to the ·university of 
Florida in the seventh-inning, 6-4. 
With eight out of the 10 starters 
returning next year, along with 
sevl'ral ,iunior college recruits, 
tie ~ututc looks bright for the 
Lad ·. Kni 1ht8 . 
FTU's eight-man varsity crew strokes its way to a state 
championship over a favored FIT squad. FTU finishe 
overall in second place at the state races held at Disn 
on Saturday. ' 
State Title For 
8-man Varsity 
By Gary Timlin 
Intern: Writer 
The FTU crew team finished an 
overall second place in a field of 
_ six colleges at the Florida State 
C'~ampionships held Saturday at 
Disney World. The placement 
score was a combination of both 
the men's and· women's results. 
Florida Ii:istitute of Technology 
IFITl was the overall winner. 
The high point for the FTU 
effort was the winning of the 
eight-man varsity state cham-
pionship in difficult weather 
'conditions by the FTU squad. · 
"Great!~ was the word used by 
FTU Coach Dennis Kamrad in 
describing the race. He said, 
·'The team held together and 
stayed with the race plan." 
Kamrad also said the team 
''rowed marvelously well despite 
the weather conditions." Ac~ 
cording to Kamrad the weather 
was "very windy" with "severe 
crosswinds" that made for dif-
ficult . rowing conditions. The 
FTU squad held. off a strong 
challenge by a FIT squad that 
had defeated them last week in 
Melbourne. 
In the coxed four-man varsity 
division, FTU finished third in 
their race. Kamrad commented 
that sickenss and injuries have 
taken its toll on the squad. 
In the men's junior varsity 
eight race, FTU came in fifth 
place. Kamrad said the squad 
had to race against and did finish 
behind two varsity squads who 
had entered the junior varsity 
division. 
Kanrad said, "We were never 
in contention with FIT and we 
couJd not answ~r the sprints of 
.Jacksonville and Tampa." He 
added "We lacked experience at-
thc sprint-end of the race." 
Kam rad commented that spirit of 
th .JV squa_q )Vas great. He s~id ' - - . 
t lw ~'liri t 1.-bown lw the JiV s uad 
helped the morale of th~ whole 
FTU crew team. Kamrad said 
the spirit especially helped the 
- varsity-eight team get inspired 
for its race: 
In the women's-eight division 
FTU pulled a third place finish 
behind Tampa.and FIT. Kamrad 
said the crew "rowed very well." 
Kamrad added, "We beat three 
crews that had defeated us last 
week.'' 
In the coxed four woman's 
division FTU finished in third 
place. Kamrad commented "lack 
of experience along with gusty 
weather were big factors in 
race. Kamrad said gusty wi 
caused the FTU squad to lose the 
lead early in the race. Kamrad 
added that most of the girls are 
freshman and "that makes the 
future look exciting for the girl's 
crew." 
Friday, April 25, FTU travels 
to Atlanta for the Southern In-
tercollegiate Championships. 
Kamrad said the FTU varsity 
eight team is going to be looked 
on as the team to beat. Kamrad 
said FIT will really be looking to 
defeat the FTU squad. Along with 
FIT and Rollins, the University of 
Virginia will offer stiff com-
petition according to Kam rad. 
Kamrad said Virginia has won 
the Southern Championship the 
last four years. 
What's Up . 
·1n IM? 
Men's water -polo bega17 l 
· · week with SAE a surprise - l~a er · 
in the fraternity black league 
with a 2-0 mark while SX and 
ATO share the fraternity gold at 
1-0-1. The Fudpuckers and Crew 
also share the independent 
h.•ague with 1-0-0 records. 
Womt•n's Softball got started· 
Monday with Tyes romping over 
the LXA'Liille Sisters 18-5. TKE 
Little Sisters shutout Tri-Delta 
12-0, Two forfejts occurred with 
Mean Machine forfeiting to Alpha 
I and Dorm A, which has since 
disbanded, forfeiting to ZTA. 
l'Tl''s golf<•rs finished in 
s<•cond place in the Hollins' ln-
,·itational. llollins took the team 
l11>11ors with a 292 while the 
Knights tallied a :no. Stetson 
1·anw in third with a :J:l4. 
The remaining men "stars" 
and their , totals were: Jim 
Rudolph (465), Bill Corso (443J, 
Joe Giccobe < 440), Mike 
Dezeeuw (410), Ken Renner 
1404>. Charles Campbell <402), 
Bike rac.:cs continued the 
vompetition yesterday. Golf is 
scheduled for today's action. 
rnmpleting the first week of 
l'Ompctition . 
FTU's catcher Bob Ramsey c 17) applies tag on Rollins' 
Kevin Carney. Carney was out but Tars prevailed :~-2. 
Thn•<•-me111 UC\sk<•thall tour-
·ianwnt l'anw lo a dose with the 
I h·a<lh1111l<•rs topping the Hookers 
1-:~~ f< r tit• till· 
~ .\pril :!:;, l!li:l-FuTl.:re-Page 11 
Knights Fall To Miami; 
Ftr.t9te Today A~ R·o·ll 
DE FY 
APATHY 
VOTE . • ins ·oR 
Sports Editor added, "There were t~o many lost in straight sets to Eagleton brother, Jaime _ played in the 
errors - plus we were psyched out and Fillol 6-4, 6-0. recent WCT tourney in Orlan-
THl 
H-OME COMING 
CHAIRMAN A tremendous hurricane, originiating from Miami, roared 
through the FTU tennis courts 
last Wednesday, destroying the 
FTU tennis team 8-1 in its deadly 
path. 
The 15-11 Knights will be 
seeking their first win against 
cross-town rival Rollins when 
they travel to Winter Park today 
at 2:30 p.m. 
The Knights' eight-game win 
streak came to a shattering halt 
• 
Mia mi Hurricanes over-
ed the bewildered Knights. 
The lone survivor of the 
destruction was - you guessed it -
untoucha,ble Steve Bryant. The 
spectacular freshman ran his 
unbeaten streak to eight matches 
as he humbled southpaw Joe 
Garber 6-2, 6-2 in the No. 5 singles 
match. 
"Garber wasn't the toughest 
opponent I faced," said Bryant 
while receiving congratulations 
from his teammates and Head 
Coach Lex Wood. "I went to his 
ackhand throughout the match 
because I saw that it was his 
weakest shot." 
Wood, who knew his team 
would have to play perfect tennis 
to stay with the No. 4 nationally-
ranked Hurricanes, simply called 
l'Mami "a very good tennis 
team." 
Wood pointed out Nate Smith, 
Doug Hull and Trevor Graham of 
playing __ "brittle tennis." He 
by their play." The top two Miami players do ... Only losses for Miami were 
FTU Shots Tµrned Back have been unbeatable as a against the NCAA No. I team 
Throughout the frustrating doubles team so far this season. Stanford 7-2 and 5-4 to USC _ 
afternoon, terrific shots made by Lucci and Graham weren't too losing in triple-match point. .. -
FTU were constantly turned back successful against Rosgado and Miami Coach Dale Lewis hopes to 
by the precisioned Miami Garber in losing 6-3, 6-2, at No. 2. finish in top three ... Bottom three 
players. Wood commented: "We The disappointing team per- Miami plFtyers are all 
were hitting good shots but you formance came to an end when newcomers ... Match took over 
VOTE 
ANDERSEN 
just get down when they re.turn Hull and Bryant lost to Meyers two and one-half hours. 
them back to yo.o." and Dennett 6-4, 6-2. 
Th.e Knights will be lookil)g to 
In the No. · 1 singles, Mike , ..
DeZeeuw gave it his best shot but 
a ste~dy Johri: Eagleton piayed 
near-perfect tennis · to defeat 
DeZeeuw 6-4, 6-3. · 
· At No. 2, Joe Lu~ci turned in a 
strong perfor-mance only to have 
Alvarado Fillol give~ better one 
as the Chilean took a 6-4, 7-5 
verdict. 
In the fastest match of the day, 
No. 3 Joaquim Rosgado, an all-
American last year, put the lights 
out on Nate Smith 6-0, 6-1. Smith 
admitted, "I just couldn't get the 
winners." 
Travor Graham, at No. 4, was 
totally outplayed by Ron Meyers 
6-1 , 6-0. Graham went into the 
match playing his pest tennis of 
the season. 
Six-love, 6-1 was a popular 
score for Miami as Lance Den-
the No . 6 match. 
The doubles weren't any better 
for the Knights as Miami easily 
took all three matches. 
At No. I, DeZeeuw and Smith 
. today's dash·wi-th RolHns·to close 
their winning se~so~ on a hc;lppy 
note. · . · · 
Best Chance Against Tars 
FTU, who has been ready for 
th~ Tars since last year's con-
t~versial 6-3 loss, has its best 
c'bance this y~r, accordmg to 
Wood. . . 
"They're <.Rollins) not as 
strong as last year,' ' said Wood. 
"I feel the critical positions will 
be at No. 4 and No. 5 where the 
Tars are weaker than in previous 
seasons." 
"I'll give us a good 50-50 
chance," added Wood with a 
smile on his face giving the 
impression he knew FTU would 
get its long-awaited victory. 
Wood didn't confirm today's . 
starting lineup but he did say 
DeZeetJw and Lucci will be at No. 
1 and No. 2 respectively. As for 
the remaining spots, Wood wasn't 
·sure who will play which position 
until some challenge-matches 
were completed during the week. 
Wood, however, felt Bryant has 
an excellent chance of moving up 
to No. 3 and No. 4. 
Mate.~ Point: Best crowd of the 
. season lined the entire sideline in 
addition to jam-packing the lone 
bleacher ... Bryant went all out for 
Miami, buying new shorts and 
white socks ... The name Fiilol 
, · lf:r "'· · 
Coine By and Lets Talk 
NEW SUMMER RATES 
• 1n vour own 
- _.,,.. 
'Catering to Married 
Couples and Budget 
Minded Si,igles' 
~01·th on Alafaya -~rl. at MitclJell Hammock Rd. in Oviedo 
NEED SOME EXTRA 
C
. ·A· -S,_4 ,.. H .. ? · ~·-
. . , ·. . 
FTU's newest sensation St~ve Bry~'at· ·~· as· the only 
victor in Miami's 8-1 victory. Bryant .will ·he-s.~eldng his 
.-:z, ninth straight sinngles ·win tOday · at RoUbJ:s• · · · 
OVIEDO 
Bocly-ancl Paint· Shop • FREE ESTIMATES· All WORK GUARANTEED -
~.O,f .fi.c9 ~" .. 
FRITZ BµRNSED, OWNH 
; Jbil~ I h 
I rfJl'I/ ; 
IF YOU' .,·,, .. a 
r JVT rf ·11 
.. HA VE .. BO D::l "· 
TROUBLE SEE 
. us::: 
l'agc· t~-FuTl.rr-,\pril :!a. l!l'ia 
.\n·ounting Society Barbeqtie 
The Student Accounting 
Society is having a barbeque 
'at urday. April 26, at the 
Robinswood Recreation Park 
Clubhouse at six p.m . 
There will be guests from 16 
l'PA firms attending which in-
cludes representatives from 
Arthur Anderson. Ernst & Ernst, 
and Price Waterhouse. 
Tickets may be purchased in 
the accounting office for $3.50, 
which covers the cost of a chicken 
plate and beer. 
For more information call 273-
0610. 
E~gineering Fraternity 
An organizational meeting will 
'1e held at four p.m. on April 29 in 
~ngineering 109, for the purpose 
i)f forming a professional 
raternity for male engineering 
. tudents. 
All male engineering students 
- with a GPA of 2.0 or better are 
1nYited to attend . The group 
hopes to eventually affiliate with 
't' heta Tau. a national 
professional fraternity for male 
t·ngineering students. 
For further information, 
. 011tact Art Hollos, at 273-?559. 
Winston Pendleton Spe.aks 
Winston Pendleton , author of 
he Pursuit of Happiness. will be 
peaking to COM 491 on Monday , 
pril 28 in Adm. 112. 
Pendleton is a writer and 
!->peaker on such topics as humor 
,rnd how to stop worrying. 
Anyone interested in hearing 
Pendleton speak is invited to 
attend. 
Festival of Music 
FTU will be the site of the Third 
Annual Festival of Contemporary 
Music, featuring the Florida 
Symphony Orchestra, on April 30-
May 3. 
The Festival will begin on 
Wednesd(!y, April 30, with an 
open rehearsal at 10 a.m. by the 
Symphony, under the direction of 
Pavle Despalj, and a concert at 
8:30 p.m. in the Village Center 
Assembly Room 
The FTU Concert Band will 
present a free concert featuring 
the works of American com-
posers at noon on Thursday, May 
first on the Village Center Green . 
Robert Harrison, the FTU Band 
and Orchestra Director, will 
cond4ct the concert. 
The final day of the .Festival, . 
Friday, May 2 will again feature 
the Florida Symphony in a 
rehearsal at 10 a .m. and a con-
. cert at 8:30 p.m. in the VC 
Assembly Room. • 
General admission to ap-
pearances on both days by the 
Florida Symphony is $3, and 
admission to one rehearsal and 
concert is $2. 
Campus 
Glances 
The Symphony's 5'.0ncerts are 
free to FTU faculty , students and 
staff. 
Tickets are available at 
Streep's Ticket Agency in 
Orlando and at the FTU Music 
Department. 
For further information . call 
275-2867. 
Modern Grf'ek Tragedy 
, The FTU University Theater 
will present a modern Greek 
tragedy, "The Cretan Woman" 
written by Robinson Jeffers 
from May first through May third 
at 8:30 p.m. in the FTU Science 
Auditorium. 
The lead members of the cast 
are Mary Monroe as Phaedra; 
Scott Patterson as Hippolytus ; 
Jeff King as Theseus; and Tara 
Buckley as Aphrodite. 
Other members of the cast 
include Kenneth Hallman, 
Charlie Ware, Dennis Hill, Linda 
Hornsby, Donna Rocha, Steve 
t"alderaro. and J.oe Dahlquist. 
General admission is $2.50. 
For further information call 
275-2861. 
" Mr. FTU" Contest 
The pledges of Alpha Chi 
Omega are sponsoring a "Mr . 
FTU" contest, May 5-9 . 
Any male from the FTU 
student body, faculty , or staff is 
eligible to enter, A $2.00 entry fee 
will be charged, and entry forms 
may be obtained in the hallway 
near the Student Government 
offices . 
An 8x10 black and white 
photograph of each contestant 
will be placed beside a jar on a 
table near the snack bar. Voting 
will be accomplished by dropping 
money in the jar of the contestant 
of your choice. 
All proceeds from the Mr. FTU 
contest will go to Easter Seals. 
Life and Death Program 
A program entitled "Limited 
Resources and the Right to 
Prolong Life" will be presented 
April 27 at 7 · 30 p m., in the Loch 
Haven Art Center. 
The final program in · this 
year's Medicine and Morality 
series will be devoted to the 
examination of euthanasia, brain 
, death and the availability of 
kidneys to dying patients. 
The speakers at this presen-
tation will be Dr. N.H. Cassem, 
assistant professor of psychiatry, 
Harvard Medical School, and Dr. 
Kenneth L. Vaux, associate 
director and professor of ethics 
and theology, Texas Medical 
Center, Houston. 
Rosemary M. Magee, an in-
structor in FTU's department of 
humanities, philosophy, and 
religion , will be the moderator. 
The Medicine and Morality 
series is co-sponsored by FTU's 
College of Humanities and Fine 
Arts and the Florida Endowment 
!or the Humanities. 
The program is open and free 
to the public. 
\'oter Registration Drive 
A voter: registrat10n drive will 
be held on the FTU campus 
Friday, May 2. Students, Faculty 
and Staff who Jive in either 
Orange or Seminole counties will 
be able to register to vote. The 
hours of the registration are from 
10 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
Persons who wish to register to 
vote and who live in Orange 
county will be able to do so in 
front of the snack bar in the 
Village Center complex . . Those 
who live in Seminole county will 
be transported to the Oviedo City 
Hall to complete their 
.registration. 
The drive is being sponsored by 
the FTU Political Science Union 
and th~ transportation to the 
Oviedo City Hall i's also b'eing 
provided by the group. All per-
ons who wish to register should 
bring· some proof of identification 
and age with them, such as a 
Driver's License .' 
Placement 
Cont'd from Page 9 
" We would advise them to 
come in three quarters before 
they graduate ," Gracey said. 
"The heavy recruitment occurs 
in October , Nove)J1ber, 
February, and March . If a 
student comes in to register in 
May, he may be too late." 
Even though unemployment 
has been rising, Gracey said the 
outlook for FTU graduates is not 
as bad as for others. 
"The information I have 
received says that placement 
offices have had many in-
terviewers cancel. Ours has 
stayed constant," Gracey con-
tinued. 
The Placement Center is 
located in room 225 in the Ad-
ministration Building. Office 
hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
HE\! Have you Voted? 
Elect Fresh Leadership. 
Lets not elect la"st years promises. 
If you want action, progress and the 
Student Body to represent y.ou ! 
for the change 
Elect 
David ·Outlaw Pres •. 
•TOP LPs - $·3.98 
• 45s - NOW - $ .96 
•AUDIO AT DISCOUNT 
"CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST 
RECORD & AUDIO STORES" 
• COLONIAL PLAZA (South Mall) ..•. • .. ORLANDO 
• \(VlNTER PARK MALL .......... WINTER PARK 
•ALTAMONTE MALL (Lower Level) ... -. ALTAMONTE 




Alpha Chi Omega 
Pledge Clas~ is Sponsoring 
'MR· FTU' Co~test 
All m~les are eligible 
Applications available in Student Government Hallway - have them returned to 
same by April 30. 
Enter yourself or have a sponsor enter you. 
All proceeds go to Easter Seals. 
Information is available with application forms. 
Info is available . '_Yit!i application forms 
Positions Are Now Open For 
Editor and Business Manager 
Hear The FTU Band ·and 
The Chainher Singers 
PerforDI 
In Your Living Room. Of The Future 
For The 1975 - 1976 School Year. 
For ~pplication -·see Dr. Fred Fedler, Room 535 
Humanities and Fine Arts Building 
Application -~ill not -he accept~d" after May 10, 1975 
All applications will he considered by i"he Board of 
'6" 
'Publications and one name will he recomended to 




Now there's a special plastic record for sale in the 
Bookstore for only $1. It features a specia I presentation of 
the FTU Alma Mater, along with an introduction by 
President Millican. 
ALL profits from this sale go directly to the Gale Sperry 
Memorial Music Scholarship. The Bookstore offers this 
record as~ service, turning .over tt~ei r profits to the Sperry 
Scholarship. · 
So invi!~ t~e ~a~d and the singers into your .home today. 
Stop by the Bookstore- for-'{ou R record of the Alma Mater. 
The FTU Alma .Mater_ 
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